Rinri Newsletter: Volume 1, Number 4
Rhythmic Moon, Fourth Year of Prophecy
Rinri Project Challenges Mind, Advances Intelligence

It is genuinely true: the evolution of our species and biosphere can only be through the exploration of
mind and spirit. Fourth-dimensional time is calling us to rise into realms and domains where we have
not been before.No matter how old we are, we are all being asked to learn again. More often than not,
we have to unlearn first so we can be receptive and empty enough to learn anew. The whole purpose
of the Home School of the First World Peace is to return us to our domestic hearths where we can
expand our minds, relax our lives, and participate in the greatest shift in human dynamics that has
occurred within the whole of our evolution: the biosphere-noosphere transition.
Do not be disheartened if at first you do not think you understand or cannot learn. Everyone can
understand or learn if they really want to and are willing to set aside old patterns and habituated
thought processes! The science of time is systematic and intuitive, you cannot learn the higher logics
and new terminology of time without further discipline and the increased exercise of your imagination,
stretching it beyond what it has even been able to consider! So come along. Be cooperative. Be
humble. Be willing to ask questions and share with others. In time, everything is possible!

Aphasic Synchronization: Psi Chrono Units and Daily Kin
There is no question that a major stage in the development of telepathic intelligence is the coordinated
synchronization of different cycles of time simultaneously. The patterning of various cycles of time
represent discrete positionings of time vector points which, in turn, establish the potential for distinct
degrees and kinds of celestial harmonics. Celestial harmonics, remember, are the intelligent, purposive
connections we make between different time vector points. The purpose of the Telektonon and
Dreamspell is to familiarize ourselves with the basic patterns of celestial harmonics. These tools are like
trainer wheels for the mind as we begin to explore the science of time.
Coordinating and synchronizing the time vector points represented by the Thirteen Moon day, daily Kin,
cube positions, wavespell pulsars, and the psi chrono units is a formidable task, which opens us to new
realms of experience. One of these realms we can now describe as the process of aphasic
synchronization. Aphasic synchronization is defined as the staging of two or more different
calibrations of time in a close enough proximity to each other, that, through intelligent awareness, the
one may inform or coordinate the other, and vice versa.
A set aphasic synchronization occurs when we account for each and every psi chrono unit within the
formal context of the Telektonon towers and Cube of the Law as part of the process of opening the psi
bank. The260 unit psi-bank plate distended annually into the Telektonon matrix represents one level of
established aphasic synchronization. The coordination of the GAPs with the Telektonon Tower Days is a
more specific example of aphasic synchronization, where aphasic fractal equivalence of 52 (4 X 13
moons)Telektonon Towers and 52 (13 X 4) GAPs is established.
A more "random" level of aphasic synchronization occurs in relation to the changing pattern of the daily
Kin. It is the motion of the 260-kingalactic spin through the 13 Moon 28 day cycle that creates the
ground for a very serendipitous and surprising level of aphasic synchronization. Two cycles in two
different phases which nonetheless connect meaningfully, may deepen understanding about certain
events in very exciting way. We saw an example of this last Moon (5.10) in the triple aphasic
synchronization of the Cube position (4), with the daily Kin, Galactic Sun, and the psi Chrono unit,
Lunar Sun, the "resurrection of Pacal Votan." (see Rinri Newsletter III, p.3, "Telektonon of Pacal Votan,"
XIII, v.85)
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Welcome to the Rinri Project Newsletter! This is the fourth issue that has come to light, presenting
exciting developments from the new frontier of the science of time.

Aphasic synchronization can be direct as in the just cited example, or, even more fascinating, indirect,
yet in a parallel time sequence, which, thanks to the regularity of the Thirteen Moon Calendar, can be
easily patterned.The indirect aphasic synchronization of two different patternings of time occurs
abundantly during the Rhythmic Moon in the following way: the psi chrono units for days 7-15 (Cube 19) are repeated as the Day kin for days19-27! In other words for nine days there is an aphasic
sequence twelve days apart.

In multiple tracking you can track forward and/or back. See for yourself:Take your calendar and draw
the lines of connection between the aphasic cycles for this Moon. Begin to experience the radically nonlinear functionings of fourth-dimensional time and telepathy. Note that day 15, Cube 9, Lunar Moon
(Second Year of Prophecy), is Lunar Skywalker, the Day-Out-of-Time for the Lunar Moon Year. The psi
Chrono unit for this convergence is Magnetic Serpent, which evokes the Lunar Skywalker Day-Out-ofTime Ceremony at Serpent Mound. As a day Kin, Magnetic Serpent occurs twelve days later on
Rhythmic Moon 27, to close out this aphasic synchronization cycle, and begin entry into the Blue
western Castle of Transformation.

Other Rhythmic Moon Notes
This nine-day sequence, twelve days apart aphasic synchronization is superimposed over the last seven
days of the Moon-Tone synchronization where days 1-13 of the Rhythmic Moon are synchronized by
Tones 1-13 of the Storm Wavespell. It is a Storm year, so the Rhythmic moon is one of the three
Moons (the other two: Magnetic and Spectral) that begins with the solar seal of the year. Awareness of
any synchronization increases directed types of telepathic experience: flashback,
fast forward, deja vu, parallel memories. These are the just the beginning steps in the cultivation of
experience which will result in the ability to time travel.
Note that after the aphasic synchronization of the first nine days in the cube with the psi chrono units
for days 19-27 of the rest of the Cube Journey follows a great discontinuity owing to the ten-day alpha
GAP Cycle which actually begins on the Galactic Spin with Rhythmic Moon 28, White Lunar WorldBridger. This date, 6.28, is also a Pacal Votan Day, White Lunar World-Bridger being the only "Clear
Sign" on the Northern ledge of the tomb, and for that reason, the most significant key for tuning into
the rest of the signs. While the World-Bridger brings the power of death (the tomb of Pacal Votan
itself), the Lunar tone polarizes through the power of the memory of Mars. The Lunar tone also evokes
the power of the Thirteen Moons as the redemption of the Martian episode. Note that the Lunar WorldBridger is the psi chrono unit that opens the First Tower of Power sequence of the fateful Solar Moon
and its comet of destiny (go immediately to the following report!)

Phasic Synchronization, Get Ready, it's Coming!
When we contemplate what is actually happening in the opening of the psi bank - four years, four
leaves, four antipode magnetic exchanges - we see this: telepathic engagement of a 260-unit double
psi bank plate is being formalized through a calendrical matrix - the Telektonon - which extends the
260-unit psi bank plate in full coordination with a 13 Moon (X 28) 364-daycycle. This establishes a set
of constants which coordinate perfectly a5:7 ratio; or, mathematically expressed, we have a fractal
equivalence where{5:7::260:364} =1. All fractal equivalences equal one.
Since a psi bank plate (one double-hemisphered, 260-unit Tzolkin) is distended over the 13 Moon
Calendar cycle at a 5:7 ratio, and since at least one galactic spin ends and another begins at least once
during the solar-galactic thirteen Moon cycle, there are bound to be sets of interesting aphasic patterns
over the complete 52-year solar-galactic synchronization cycle. In addition to aphasic patterns of
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The purpose of tuning into cycles of aphasic synchronization is to exercise your powers of multiple
tracking. For instance, in this sequence, the psi chrono unit for Cube 2, day 8, is White Resonant Mirror,
the same as 6.20, Gregorian New Year's Day. White Resonant Mirror, New Year's Day '97, is also the
very last day completing the seven years of prophecy, the Day-Out-of-Time, 2000, day of the
Circumpolar Rainbow Bridge Exercise! Synchronize telepathically now! Let the future flower in your time
vector potentiality, now!

synchronization, however, there will also be episodes of phasic synchronization, episodes where the
psi chrono units match up with the daily kin. These periods are of a remarkable character and it is well
to anticipate them.

The assignment for all Rinri telepaths this critical week three of the Solar Moon, '97, will be to stabilize
the phasic synchronization of the psi bank with the daily Kin, Warrior's Cube Journey positions, 9-15.
The point of stabilizing the day Kin, Cube Journey, and Equinox at the time of the Comet is to create a
telepathic safety net for the planet holon! Do your Rinri practice! Pray for Allah's mercy! Exalt the truth!

The Mystic Column, Up and Coming
Note as well that the psi chrono units for the last two days in this Moon's Cube Journey are the first
two kin of the mystic column, 4 Dragon and 5 Wind. If you study your "Psi Chrono Unit Perpetual
Calendar"chart, you will see that the Galactic Moon inversely mirrors the Rhythmic Moon, and the first
two of its Cube Days are the last two psi chrono units of the mystic column. The psi chrono units for
the whole of the Cube Journey of the Resonant Moon occur as kin 123 to 138 or the sixteen middle
units of the mystic column. A further major aphasic synchronization will occur at this time.
Note that the first eight days of the Resonant Moon Cube match precisely the last eight days preceding
the mystic column, 9 Skywalker-Electric Sun.Then on Resonant Moon 15, the day kin is actually the
first day of the mystic column, Red Self-Existing Dragon. Note that the psi chrono units for the last
eight days of the Cube, Kin 131-138, match day Kin of the first eight days in the mystic column, Kin
121-128, Cube day, 9-16. Note also that the day Kin of the sixteen Cube days of the Resonant Moon
are the perfectly matched antipode seals of every psi chrono unit that occurs during this cycle. Note
that the psi chrono units, kin 123-128, days 7-12, Cube 1-6, are exactly the same as day Kin for days
17-22, Kin 123-128, Cube 11-16!
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A major phasic synchronization will occur in the Solar Moon, during all of week three, "Proclaim Victory
of Prophecy, when days 15-21, Cube 9-15, the daily Kin from Galactic Earth to Magnetic Night, Kin
177-183, will have exactly matching psi chrono units, Kin 177-183. Watch for this one! The spring
(North) autumn (South) Equinox occurs on the first day of this phasic synchronization, exactly one year
to the day that the First Planetary Congress of Biospheric Rights concluded with a double rainbow over
Brasilia. The second day of this sequence, Solar 16, White Solar Mirror, a Magic Turtle Day, is the point
at which the erratic, unpredictable, and officially suppressed Hale Bopp Comet will be at its closest
range to planet Earth!

Opening the Psi Bank Plate

The fact that the opening of the mystic column, Red Self-existing Dragon,Kin 121 on the galactic spin,
also occurs precisely at the exact mid point of the mystic column magnetic polarity switch, psi chrono
unit Kin 131,is most powerful. 7.15 is also the point at which the Lost Generation, Red Lunar Earth,
assumes the ascendancy, and that the magnet of be-ness switches antipode and hemispheric polarity,
from blue North transmitting to red South transmitting. The first half of the Cube journey, days 7-14
calms down the blue excitation wave of opening the first half of the psi bank plate, days15-22, build up
the next red excitation wave.
The opening of the psi bank plates is of the most critical importance for the success of the First World
peace and the entire biosphere-noosphere transition.
Let's review! The psi bank is the 13:20 frequency, fourth-dimensional program that informs the DNA of
its timing cycles. Until the discovery of the Law of Time, the psi bank functioned unconsciously. In
addition, because of the maladoption to the false and artificial timing frequency - Satan's time- the
human DNA began to experience serious malfunctions, while as a species,it began to affect the
biosphere much as a cancerous growth affects the human body.
The opening of the four psi bank plates over the four-years of the First World Peace (biospherenoosphere transition) means that the psi bank will go from the unconscious to the conscious (creation
of the noosphere). What the Rinri Project is effecting is of a profound evolutionary and mutative nature.
This is because the four- year cycle awakens and synchronizes the psi bank-Tzolkin 13:20 frequency
program with the DNA, 16 codons per year(X 4 = 64 DNA Codons).
The Circumpolar Rainbow Bridge telepathic exercise will initiate the actual functioning of the noosphere
as the "telepathic switchboard,"and open the phase where the 13:20 frequency activates the DNA
according to principles of "Harmonic Rearrangement of the Synchronic Order."In other words, we will
enter a stage where we first have the capacity to"reprogram" our DNA telepathically; and second,
where the purpose of so doing will be to psychobiologically internalize the 260-unit program of the psi
bank matrix-tzolkin as the actual fourth-dimensional time-management code of our DNA. This is what is
meant by the evolutionarily mutative function of the normalization of the Law of Time, T(E) = Art. The
Rinri project:making conscious what was once unconscious, evolution in action!
GaiaMind, Global Meditation and Prayer, Resonant Moon 14
As indication of the telepathic quickening in attunement with the critical psi bank plate magnetic
antipode flip to occur 7.15, a global meditation and prayer, GaiaMind (= noosphere) has been called for
7.14 (January 23,1997, Gregorian). That's Electric Sun, Kin 120, the beginning of the 65-dayyellow
spectral galactic season of Universal Fire, and the completion of the blue half of this year's magnetic psi
field. Organizers of this astrologically timed full moon global meditation write that "...through shared
intention we may move toward the emergence of a new planetary awareness, perhaps toward a
noosphere of GaiaMind."
We, of the Rinri Project are happy to participate in this meditation scheduled for 12:35 PM EST(USA).
We are also happy to report that emergence of a new planetary awareness is occurring scientifically
and on schedule. May the participation of the Rinri Project in this global meditation on this auspicious
psi bank opening day augur, on the spot, the ascendance of the noosphere-GaiaMind from the collective
unconscious to the collective conscious!

Principia Mathematica of the Fourth Dimension
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Don't let your brain get aphasically twisted by all of this information. Steady as she goes! The mystic
column is the state of grace between the two halves of the Tzolkin, and it is the magnetopause
between the two halves of the double-hemisphered psi-bank plate. What is of tremendous significance
is that the Resonant Moon Cube Journey aphasically synchronizes the magnetopause of the opening of
the psi bank plates. The exact mid point of the Psi Bank Plate polarity switch occurs at 7.15, Resonant
Moon 15, psi chrono unit Blue Magnetic Monkey, Kin 131.

"The Principia Mathematica of the Fourth Dimension, Introduction and Annotated Bibliography," is
currently being prepared as a sequel to the "260 Postulates of the Dynamics of Time." We offer an
excerpt from the first section of this definitive mathematical description of the fourth-dimensional
cosmology for the purpose of deepening our understanding of the foundations of the principles practiced
in the Rinri Project:
"Mathematical Cosmology: 0-19 = 13:20
Any true cosmology must be able to be expressed by a purely mathematical formula. The full expression
of the mathematical formula is that cosmology.

To summarize: the cosmological order of fourth-dimensional time is mathematically expressed: 0-19 =
13:20, where the sum variable possibilities are the expression of two prime factors, a cyclic constant
13, moving 20(0-19) notational constants = 260, or 13:20.
(0-19 = 13:20) is defined as the cosmological equation (= fractal equivalence),establishing the base
matrix of 260 time vector potentialities, which maybe extended into infinite grades and levels according
to the power of fractal ratios. The base matrix of 260 time vector potentialities defines the cosmological
complex of fourth-dimensional time as a finite but infinitely extensive order, a transcension of linear
logic, enfolded in a logic of evolutionary unfolding.
The cosmological mathematics of the synchronic order (0-19 = 13:20) defining the cosmology of
fourth-dimensional time is radically non-linear: now-centered,radiative, cyclic, and fractal.
Expressed in its proper notational code, 0-19 encapsulates the entire realm of possibility of the
cosmology of the fourth-dimension as a purely mathematical cosmology: 0-19 = 13:20 (see 0-19
code).
Being radically non-linear, the fourth dimensional mathematical cosmology is also pre- and/or postliterate, though by virtue of exhausting all possibilities of evolutionary development, linear literacy is
included as one set of its possible vector potentiated terms. For this reason the purest demonstrations
of (0-19 = 13:20) are either holographic iconic formal or holographic notational formal, in which
a (4 +1) color code expresses the holographic cyclic formative qualities of fourth dimensional time
through a projective form geometry. (See: Dreamspell Oracle Board, Journey Board, Wavespell,
Compass, Harmonic Index, Chromatics and Harmonics)"
[From the Introduction to the "Principia Mathematica of the Fourth Dimension"]

World Congress on the Law and Science of Time
The "Principia Mathematica of the Fourth Dimension" is being prepared as part of
material in advance of the World Congress on the Law and Science of Time, to occur
Cosmic Moon 25-28, Fourth Year of Prophecy, followed by the Day out
Mediation,"Docking the Timeship," and the triumphant entry into the Dominion of Time,
July 26, 1997.

the educational
in Tokyo, Japan
of time Global
Overtone Seed,

Convened by the Thirteen Moon Calendar Change Peace Movement as a special session of the Planetary
Congress of Biospheric Rights, the purpose of the World Congress is to formally establish the discovery
of the Law of Time and its scientific consequences and applications as the new evolutionary science and
basis for the establishment of the new social order according to the principles of fourth-dimensional
time. The Rinri Institute, Tokyo,will host the Congress which will be organized by PAN Japan in
conjunction with the PAN planetary coordinating group, Tucson. Concurrent with the central event in
Japan will be the coordination of bioregional Congresses synchronized with the main program.
Formal announcement of the Congress will be made by or shortly after the critical Resonant Moon 15
magnetic flip of the magnet of be-ness and the opening of the second half of this year's psi bank plate.
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0-19 is the mathematical cosmology of the fourth dimension

Stay tuned after that date for further details regarding the Congress, the Docking of the Timeship
Global Meditation, and the comprehensive strategy for entry into the Dominion of Time, "Anchoring the
Timeship Constructing the Ark."(Note: "Anchoring the Timeship" strategy document is available on the
Invisible College, Time Cell Three).

Rinri Bridge
"The Rinri Project, Playing Rinri Bridge" is an adaption of the Rinri project to the Internet in a game
format. The congenial brains behind this ingenious approach is Willard Van de Bogart of Earth Portals,
San Francisco. The Internet address is:

Thus far, Willard (White Crystal Dog) has been very successful with the adaption of the Rinri Project to
this format. The popularity of "Rinri Bridge," only attests to the fact that the timing for the right time is
correct. Everyday that the Rinri project spreads, the 13:20 wave of intelligence advances, and the light
of the future dawns in an increasing number of human hearts.

Daily Practice Review:
Rhythmic Moon 12, Kin 90, White Crystal Dog,
Psi Chrono Unit Kin 102, White Spectral Wind
"Christmas Eve, 1996"
Lay out the Telektonon Board. Complete your Telektonon exercise with the card layout. Contemplate
the synchronometry and the chronometry for the day.
1. From the layout determine what is the Earth Family of the daily kin (Polar Family).
2. Determine the Overtone Chromatic in which the daily kin is located (Red Spectral MoonLunar Skywalker). Use the Human and Planet Holon charts. Locate and identify the body
center and planet zone of the Earth Family for the day (Crown, North Polar Earth, Bering
Strait) Visualize its color (white) and send (North team) or receive (South team) a blue
magnet to or from the luminous white five-petalled crown center.
3. Since it is the twelfth day of the Sixth Moon, and the sixth cube position,World-Bridger,
the psi chrono unit activated is White Spectral Wind, Kinl02. Note the conjunction of white:
daily kin, 12 Dog; Cube 6 position,World-Bridger; psi chrono unit, 11 Wind; second week of
Prophecy, white humility. Today's tone and Moon date are both 12, hence it is also a
12:12day, or power of 122 =144.
4. Visualize the psi chrono unit's position in the psi bank plate, Northern and Southern
Tzolkin grids simultaneously. (Second from top of sixth column)
5. Visualize this psi bank plate straddling the planet from North to South Pole.
6. Since the psi chrono unit is a Wind, and it is the first half of this year, contemplate and
study the pair of matching Hexagrams, +16, Enthusiasm,and -47, Exhaustion. "Time to
arouse 13:20 armies, overcome 12:60 exhaustion."
7. Read the corresponding (Dog) section of the Prophecy of Pacal Votan, "Book of Dark
Prophecies."
8. Note the current Vinal Solar Meditation Cycle, 8.0 Mol, Rhythmic 1 to Rhythmic 20,
"Which unifies all of the pieces."
9. Note the Rinri precept for today: "'The child is a great actor performing,as on the stage,
the mind of the parents.' Key to Death: Now you are the World-Bridger."
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http://www.earthportals.com/Portal_Messenger/rinri.html

Again, the power of cyclic synchronization is at work. Look at the Rinri Newsletter III Daily Practice
Exercise. There is something familiar about that psi chrono unit, Wind, on the twelfth day of the Moon!
Also, if it is not windy enough for you today, note that the guide for Crystal Dog is also Wind! That is a
lot of spirit power blowing around! Well, in Christian custom it is Christmas Eve, so it might be well to
invoke the Round Table of the Cosmic Christ, the primal Thirteenth whose time has come around!
The science of Rinri is the art of time.
May peace prevail on Earth!
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Text submitted by Rinri Project Preceptor
José Argüelles
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